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Welcom to Week 10! 
Your CERVIX is wired for PLEASURE!

 
Your cervix is your Cosmic Galactic Orgasmic Super Organ!!

it is the only organ in your body that connects to three major nerves!! 
The pelvic nerve, the vagus nerve (which goes straight to the brain without the

need of the spinal cord), and hypogastric nerve. All wired for pleasure.
 

However, most of us women feel numb there or experience pain when the
cervix is stimulated during intercourse. This is because there is so much
emotional memory storage at the cervix. And when emotions are stuck,

suppressed, its like ice, it makes the tissue of the body, tense, hard, frozen,
frigid, painful.

 
Research on the effects of stimulating the cervix says that:“stimulation of the
cervix caused a significant decrease in anxiety, depression, and somatization,

decreasing pain and increasing arousal and desire. The perception of the female
genitals becomes more positive. Additionally, in-depth interviews revealed that

women felt more self-compassion and empowerment.”
 

Also the throat and the cervix are connected. When women emit deep, low
sounds from their abdomens and with their mouths wide open this can lead to

longer lasting, powerful orgasms and even female ejaculation.
 

This all makes sense if you consider that the vagus nerve connects all of these
functions, throat, chest, cervix and uterus. When you activate all these

together, breast, sounding and activating the cervix, it produces a very high
elevated pleasure in your body, because you are adding all these pleasure

activation parts together.
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Make a commitment with yourself to do;  Daily breast massage, while
sounding deep low mouth open sounds, to activate pleasure in your
cervix and womb. Minimum 10 minutes daily, early morning or
evening, preverably both. To prime your day with pleasure. Write
down the following statement 10 times. Best is to write it by hand in
a journal. 
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From today, I (your namen) commit to prime my days with pleasure,
by creating a deep connection and attunment with my cervix and
womb.
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Write in your journal how priming your days with pleasure is
influencing your days. What is different? Give yourself space to really
go deep with your writing, and allow new realizations.
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Now that I prime my days with pleasure. What surprises me?

Now that I prime my days with pleasure. How is my energy level?

Now that I prime my days with pleasure. What do I notice? 
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Now that I prime my days with pleasure. What kind of opportunities
are showing up for me?

Now that I prime my days with pleasure. How do I respond to people
and my surrounding?
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Now that I prime my days with pleasure. How do people react to me?

What else?
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BELIEFS & AFFIRMATIONS 
TO SUPPORT 

MY COSMIC GALACTIC ORGASMIC SUPERPOWER

Pleasure is my SUPERPOWER
 

I allow in pleasure in every part of my life
 

I have to power within me to unleash my inner pleasure 
 

I AM THE QUEEN OF PLEASURE
 

I can always feel and connect to my inner pleasure
 

Pleasure is my birth right, and I choose it so
 

My body is vibrating with pleasure, turn-on, and bliss
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